Modest MRI Signal Intensity Changes Precede Delayed Cortical Necrosis After Transient Focal Ischemia in the Rat
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Background and Purpose—Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) hyperintensities and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) hypointensities are MRI features of acute stroke. DWI alterations during ischemia recover with early reperfusion, but they can reappear later. Pronounced signal abnormalities early after stroke are associated with infarction, but the significance of subtle changes is unclear. Here we evaluated the degree and time course of regional signal intensity changes during the first 24 hours of reperfusion after transient ischemia, and we related them to the progression of the histopathological damage.

Methods—Rats (n=54) were subjected to 1-hour intraluminal middle cerebral artery occlusion to assess the dynamics of MRI signal intensity changes during the initial 24 hours and their correspondent histopathological features: 2,3,5-triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC) staining, and hematoxylin and eosin, and immunoreactivity to 70-kDa heat shock protein and to astroglial and microglial markers.

Results—This model of ischemia caused early striatal infarction but delayed necrosis in the cortex. The striatum showed marked MRI changes from 4 hours of reperfusion. By 12 hours, the striatal ADC signal intensity ratio to the homologous contralateral region was 30% reduced, and the TTC staining evidenced infarction. Contrarily, the cortical ADC ratio was only 15% reduced, and TTC staining was normal at 12 hours. After this time, the cortex showed sudden and pronounced (>30%) ADC signal intensity changes coincidentally with the manifestation of infarction, accompanied with severe vacuolation and unambiguous signs of neuronal and astroglial death.

Conclusions—These findings suggest that minor changes in ADC signal intensity early after ischemia should not be underestimated because they may be harbingers of delayed infarction. (Stroke. 2006;37:1525-1532.)
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Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) hyperintense signals and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) hypointensity are seen during cerebral ischemia in humans and animals. However, these alterations may return to baseline levels or partially recover at early reperfusion. In human stroke, even severely decreased ADC values may also normalize. In line with this observation, areas of penumbra have been found within zones of altered DWI. Therefore, it is likely that tissue at risk can show transient alteration of DWI signaling, which might recover with early reperfusion. However, areas with apparent DWI normalization at reperfusion developed signs of neuronal and glial damage in rats. Later, secondary ischemic damage can develop associated to delayed reappearance of the DWI lesions. Nonetheless, the dynamic neuropathological correlates of the regional MRI alterations observed between 8 and 24 hours after transient ischemia are not well described, despite that during this crucial time frame, the viability of some areas of the brain parenchyma is at play. Focusing in this time frame, here we performed a series of studies correlating MRI alterations with their corresponding regional histological features after 1-hour middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) in rats.

Methods

Animals and Surgery

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (280 to 320g body weight; Harlan; Sant Felu de Codines, Barcelona, Spain) (n=54) were used. Animal work was conducted in compliance with Spanish legislation. Rats were anesthetized with halothane, and the right middle cerebral artery was intraluminally occluded for 1 hour (MCAO).

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Rats were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine for MRI studies performed in a 1.5-T Signa Horizon LX magnet (General Electric
[GE]) and provided with a QDWRIST coil (quadrature coil to wrist explorations; GE). Acquisition parameters were: TE=102 ms, TR=4200 ms, field of view (FOV)=8×8 cm, matrix=224×160, number of excitations (NEX)=6, slice thickness=2 mm for spin-echo T2-weighted (T2w) images; and TE=91 ms, TR=10 000 ms, FOV=8×8 cm, matrix=128×128, NEX=4, slice thickness=2 mm, and spacing=0.5 mm for DWI images. The b-values were 0 and 1000 s/mm². ADC maps were produced with Functool2 software (GE). Perfusion studies were performed by injecting a contrast agent (gadodiamide; Omniscan; Amersham Health) as an intravenous bolus (0.3 mmol/kg of body weight). Acquisition parameters were: TE=80 ms, TR=1200 ms, FOV=8×8 cm, matrix=128×128, NEX=1, and slice thickness=2 mm.

MRI Data Analysis

Two regions of interest (ROIs) of 15 mm² each were defined in the ipsilateral cortex and striatum in a coronal section at the level of Bregma. ROIs were placed in dorsal striatum and in parietal cortex within zones showing the highest incidence of infarction according to previous findings. ADC signal intensity was calculated for each time point was the mean (n=224) of the percent value of the contralateral region. ADC signal intensity ratio is the mean of several ROIs (7 mm²) using Functool2 software (GE). The perfusion value for each time point was the mean (n=4)±SD of the percent value of the ipsilateral versus the corresponding contralateral ROI, which was taken as 100%.

Measures of Infarct Volume and Assessment of Histological Damage

The brain was cut in 2-mm-thick sections that were stained with 2,3,5-triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC), and infarct volume was measured. Two sections were embedded in paraffin and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Another section was cut in a 2,3,5-triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC), and infarct volume was measured. Two sections were embedded in paraffin and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Another section was cut in a 2,3,5-triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC) and stained paraffin-embedded tissue. The percent area of unstained tissue in contralateral cortex was taken as background because it was caused by spaces surrounding vessels that were normally seen in paraffin-embedded tissue. Background was subtracted from ipsilateral hemisphere value to calculate the percent area of unstained tissue attributable to pathological vacuolation.

Statistics

Results were compared with 1-way ANOVA followed by post hoc analysis (Bonferroni test). Two-way ANOVA was used to examine the effect of regions and time or presence of infarction. Results were compared with 1-way ANOVA followed by post hoc analysis (Bonferroni test). Two-way ANOVA was used to examine the effect of regions and time or presence of infarction. Statistics

Physiological Parameters

Body weight (mean±SD) was 309±26 g. Physiological parameters (mean±SD) during MCAO were mean arterial blood pressure 102.2±9.5 mm Hg; rectal temperature 36.3±0.5°C; blood Po2 121.0±37.8 mm Hg; Pco2 46.3±18.6 mm Hg; and pH 7.42±0.09.

Time Course of Tissue Infarction

TTC staining showed no signs of infarction in cortex (Figure 1A) up to 12 hours of reperfusion despite that a large cortical infarction was manifested at 24 hours (Figure 1A). In contrast, striatal lesion was already apparent at 12 hours (Figure 1A). A time course study (Figure 1B) illustrated the delayed progression of cortical in relation to striatal lesion. Microscopic examination showed signs of cortical injury at 12 hours evidenced by tissue vacuolation, which strongly increased after 12 hours (Figure 1C).

Figure 1. Progression of the cortical and striatal infarcts. A, TTC-stained coronal sections at 12 and 24 hours after 1-hour MCAO. Signs of infarct (pale zones) are detected in striatum (str) at 12 hours and 24 hours and in cortex (ctx) at 24 hours, whereas no signs of infarct are apparent in cortex at 12 hours. B, The time course of cortical and striatal infarct volumes shows that manifestation of cortical infarction is delayed compared with striatal infarction. Points are mean±SEM of n rats per time (n=2 at 8 hours; n=5 at 12 hours; n=1 at 15 hours; n=3 at 18 hours; and n=5 at 24 hours). Curves were fit to a Boltzman sigmoidal equation with GraphPad Prism software. r² illustrates the goodness of the fit. C, Quantification by image analysis of the % area of vacuolation in cortex shows a small increase at 8 to 12 hours and a further increase later. δ and # indicate P<0.05.
Histopathological Features: Delayed Cortical Necrosis

The striatum showed necrosis at 12 hours (Figure 2B and 2C). Comparatively, the histological lesion was less severe in cortex because neurons with normal morphology were accompanied in their immediate vicinity by shrunken neurons surrounded by swelling astrocytic processes (Figure 2G through 2I). Tissue vacuolation increased ($P<0.001$) in relation to control tissue (Figure 2O). Cortical alterations became more severe after 12 hours, showing signs of cell death and cytotoxic edema (Figure 2K through 2N). These features correspond to delayed cortical necrosis.

Neurons showing Hsp72 expression, which is as a sign of neuronal viability, were rare in striatum and were restricted to the margins of infarction. However, strongly Hsp72-stained healthy-looking neurons were seen within the...
cortex at 12 hours (Figure 3A through 3C). By 24 hours, the core of the cortical infarct did not show neuronal Hsp72 (Figure 3D and 3F), which, in contrast, was intensely expressed in the periphery (Figure 3D and 3E).

Astroglial damage was not observed in cortex up to 12 hours (Figure 3G and 3H). However, vacuolation and disintegration of astrocytic processes were detected later (Figure 3I and 3K) versus controls (Figure 3J). By 24 hours (L), GFAP immunoreactivity and vacuolation of astrocytes is observed at 18 hours (I and K). By 24 hours (L), GFAP immunoreactivity is hardly detected within the core, whereas strongly reactive astrocytes are seen at the periphery. M through O, OX-42 staining of microglia. Progressive stages of increased microglia reactivity is observed from control (M) to 12 hours (N) and 18 hours (O). Bar=2.5 mm in A and D; bar=100 μm in B; bar=50 μm in C; bar=30 μm in E through I, and M through O; bar=15 μm in J and K; bar=120 μm in L.

MRI Alterations During Ischemia Normalized at Reperfusion, but They Reappeared Later
During MCAO, we observed DWI hyperintensity and ADC hypointensity but no alteration in T₂w images (Figure 4A). T₂w hyperintensities appeared in the same animals at 24 hours and concomitant infarction (Figure 4A). However, the altered MRI signals during MCAO normalized after 30 minutes of reperfusion (Figure 4B). Then MRI alterations progressively reappeared first in striatum and later in cortex (Figure 4C). Progression of the cortical ADC signal in the same animals (n=4) evidenced the shift from modest to high signal intensity alteration from 12 to 18 hours (Figure 4D).

Time Course of the ADC Signal Intensity Changes at Reperfusion
At 1 hour of reperfusion, the mean±SD signal intensity ratio to the contralateral region was unaltered in striatal (1.013±0.021; n=4) and cortical (0.994±0.053; n=4) ROIs (Figure 5A). At 4 hours, striatal ADC ratio was 20% reduced (P<0.001) and further decreased to 38% at 24 hours (Figure...
5B). In contrast, significant reductions in ADC ratio were not detected in cortex until 8 hours (Figure 5C). At 12 hours, cortical ADC ratio was modestly reduced (15%; \( P < 0.001 \)), but it dropped to lower values at 15 hours (31%; \( P < 0.001 \)), 18 hours (36%; \( P < 0.001 \)), and 24 hours (39%; \( P < 0.001 \)). A significant \( (P < 0.05) \) difference between the 2 regions was found at 12 hours (Figure 5D). Raw ADC data for the different time points are shown in the Table. The ADC shift after 12 hours was not attributable to secondary perfusion alteration, as assessed with perfusion studies showing similar results of semiquantification of residual flow in ipsilateral and contralateral hemispheres in cortex (Figure 5E) and striatum (Figure 5F). The percentage of perfusion in the ipsilateral versus the contralateral ROI was (mean±SD): 54.7±20.5 in cortex and 37.5±16.5 in striatum during ischemia; 95.4±10.4 in cortex and 98.2±12.4 in striatum at 12 hours; and 94.4±5.1 in cortex and 97.4±10.5 in striatum at 18 hours.

Modest Reduction in Cortical ADC Signal Intensity Preceded the Manifestation of Cortical Infarct

We then studied a group of rats (n=16) by MRI at 12 hours and killed the animals at 24 hours to examine the histopathological outcome of early MRI signal intensity changes. Striatal infarction was found in 13 rats; 11 of these also developed cortical infarction. Rats with striatal infarction showed conspicuous striatal DWI hyperintensity and ADC hypointensity. However, only subtle cortical DWI and ADC alterations were seen in rats with cortical infarct (Figure 6A). The mean striatal ADC ratio was 30% lower \( (P < 0.001) \) in rats with striatal infarct than in rats without, whereas the cortical ADC ratio was only 15% lower in rats with cortical infarct \( (P < 0.01) \). Rats that did not develop lesion at 24 hours showed no alteration of ADC signal intensity ratio (mean±SD ADC ratio 0.999±0.01 \[ n = 3 \] in striatum and 0.994±0.02 \[ n = 5 \] in cortex).
Figure 5. Time course of changes in ADC signal intensity after ischemia. A, ROIs are defined in cortex (ROI-ctx) and striatum (ROI-str). B, In striatum, ADC ratio in relation to the homologous contralateral region was unmodified at 1 hour of reperfusion, but it was progressively reduced from 4 hours onward. C, In cortex, a significant ADC reduction was not found until 8 hours. ADC values at 12 hours are significantly higher than at 15, 18, and 24 hours. One-way ANOVA by time, followed by post hoc Bonferroni test, was performed in B and C. D, Comparison of cortex and striatum showed that at 12 hours, cortical ADC value was significantly higher than corresponding striatal value, as evaluated with 2-way ANOVA by time and region. One symbol indicates \( P < 0.05; 2 \text{ symbols}, P < 0.01; \text{ and } 3 \text{ symbols}, P < 0.001. \) E and F, Representative contrast-based perfusion measurements at 12 and 18 hours show the effect of bolus passage on the MRI signal and illustrate that the ADC drop after 12 hours is not associated to secondary perfusion alterations in cortex (E) and striatum (F).
Discussion

MRI alterations during MCAO were followed by normalization of signals at early reperfusion to reappear at follow-up imaging. This is in agreement with previous reports showing that reversal at early reperfusion of DWI abnormalities during MCAO did not always reflect cell viability.9–10 DWI hyperintensity during ischemia may be attributed to tissue metabolism disturbances,2,18 ATP loss, and increased extracellular potassium.19 Accumulation of diffusion-restricted water in the intracellular space (cytotoxic edema) may cause reappar-"}
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Values are mean±SD ADC units×10⁻⁴ mm² s⁻¹ (n=No. of rats).
*Vs contralateral; + vs during ischemia; # vs 12 hours.

In humans, transient neurological symptoms can be associated with infarction (TSI), as assessed with MRI. This

Figure 6. The degree of DWI and ADC disturbances at 12 hours is different in cortex and striatum, and changes are restricted to rats developing infarction at 24 hours. A, MRI abnormalities at 12 hours are only seen in rats that developed infarction at 24 hours but were absent in rats that did not develop lesion. DWI and ADC signal intensity changes at 12 hours are more conspicuous in striatum (str) than in cortex (ctx). B, Signal intensity changes in each ROI (Figure 5A) are expressed as the ratio to the homologous contralateral region. ADC values in cortex and striatum at 12 hours are unchanged in relation to contralateral regions in rats that did not develop infarction but are significantly reduced by 15% and 30%, respectively, in rats that did develop infarction. **P<0.01; ***P<0.001 vs the corresponding nonlesioned regions. The ADC signal intensity decrease at 12 hours was lower in cortex than in striatum (**P<0.001).
condition appears to have unique features distinguishable from transient ischemic attack and ischemic stroke, including a higher risk of recurrence mainly in the first 48 hours. In TSI patients, the decrease in ADC signal intensity is not as pronounced as in stroke patients. Therefore, identification of the different intensity change might be of clinical predictor value. Based on our findings, we argue that modest MRI alterations in signal intensity evidence ongoing histopathological disturbances of evolving infarction. Long-term MRI follow-up studies of TSI patients would help to unravel whether higher risk of early recurrence translated delayed neuronal death.

We propose that the degree of changes in DWI and ADC signal intensity at reperfusion correlate with specific neuropathological features (ie, modest changes reflect signs of ongoing lesion, whereas severe drop of ADC corresponds to cell death). Further studies will establish whether very early therapeutic treatments may reverse these modest MRI changes.
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